Section 3: Tu. & Thur. 9:30 – 10:45 Peabody 104

Instructor: Chuanshu Ji Smith 203 962-3917 cji@email.unc.edu

Website: http://www.stat.unc.edu/faculty/cji/155/155-06.htm

Office Hours: Mon. & Wed. 12:00 – 1:30 or by appointment

Instructional Assistant (IA): Seo Young Park Howell 201A 962-9688 seoyoung@ (office hour: Tu. 3:30 – 4:30)

Open Tutorial Sessions (OTS): Sun. – Thur. 7:00 pm – 9:00 pm (before 10/1/06) 7:00 pm – 8:00 pm (beginning 10/1/06) Smith 107 (bring your own CCI laptop when attending OTS)

OTS Leaders: Seo Young Park, Changryong Baek (crbaek@), Dominik Reinhold (reinhold@)


Exams: Exam 1 (Thur. 9/21), Exam 2 (Thur. 11/2), Final (Thur. 12/14, 8:00 – 11:00 am)

Grading Policy: Exam 1 (20%), Exam 2 (20%), Homework (25%), Final (35%)

Exam Policy:

- in multiple-choice format
- closed-book, closed-notes, no formula sheets, no laptops, but calculators allowed
- no make-up exams; for special needs and situations, a Dean’s excuse letter needed a week before the exam

Homework Policy:

- Assigned in each class (A); Due next class (D); Returned every Tuesday (R)
- No late hwk will be accepted; two lowest scores will be dropped
- Any hwk not turned in at the regular class meeting must be deposited in the IA’s (not the instructor’s) mailbox (Smith 103A) before 11:00 am on the due date; do not slide hwk under the instructor’s office door; do not turn in hwk via email, disk, or other electronic form
- To receive hwk credit, you must show all work neatly (no red pen or pencil), circle the final answers, print your name on every page, staple the entire assignment (including Excel exercises), only turn in Excel output related to the requested template. Note: hwk violating these rules will receive a grade zero for the entire assignment
- Follow the Honor Code: verbatim copying of hwk is forbidden. But you are encouraged to ask the instructor, the IA’s and OTS leaders for help.